Topics:

**English:**
- In Literature we did the reader “In the Garden”

**English Comprehension:**
- Boats and Tiger

**English Grammar:**
- Revision of Nouns and Verbs
- Compound Words
- Application of Commas
- Recap of capital letters and full stop.
- Same vowel sounds and spelling patterns.

**Creative Writing**
- Sentence Construction

**Weekly spellings**

**Mathematics:**
- Multiplication
- 2 Times table
- Skip count in 2’s
- Recap of Addition and Subtraction
- Mental Maths

**Science:**
- Pushes and pulls

**Social Studies:**
- Responsibility
- To teach them how to be responsible what they should / shouldn’t do.
- Practical demonstration by assigning monitors and giving them different responsibility.

**Islamiat:**
- Revision of Surah Ikhlas.
  1) A new topic “Prayer” was introduced with the help of flash cards.
  - Ways of Wuzu and method of Prayer was discussed verbally.
  - Prayer was discussed verbally.
  - A worksheet was done to teach them the timings of Namaz.
  2) Holy Books of Allah
  - This topic was introduced with the help of flashcards
  - Different books were discussed, stories about them were told to the kids (story time)

Activities / Events:

**English**
- Buddy reading of “In the Garden”
- Activity of compound words in groups
- Pasting of foldable compound words
- Understanding characters foldable

**Maths**
- Activity of adding equal groups.
- Skip counting train

**Science:**
- Push and pull activity with classroom objects.
- Demonstration of pushes and pulls with actions.
- Show and tell and a booklet on pushes and pulls

**Under the sea:**
- Introduction with the help of visual aids.
- Worksheets and board activities done for reinforcement.

**Birthdays of the Month**

**I North**
1. Azan Siddiqui

**I South**
1. Moses Mervin
2. Amna Tariq

**I East**
1. Simmi Pesnani
2. Raed Shehzad

Thank You!